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Abstract—Inductive power transfer (IPT) is a method of
delivering power from a source to a load by resonating inductive
coils in proximity with each other. Two main pad topologies
exist: one which can generate non-polarized and one which
can generate polarized fields. Multi-coil pads such as bi-polar
pads (BPP) have been proposed as a pad topology which is
interoperable with both polarized and non-polarized pads. BPPs
comprise two ideally overlapped mutually decoupled coils, which
can be driven in any relative magnitude or phase. A polarized
pad structure, such as a double d pad (DDP), is not equivalent
to a BPP and the polarized pad is a subset of the multi-coil pad.
It also shows that the effective coupling factor (keff ) between the
BPP primary and the secondary depends on the coupling factors
which exist between each primary coil and the secondary coil, the
reflected impedances, and the relative magnitude and phase of
currents between the primary coils. An equation which describes
keff is proposed and considers all these factors to show how each
coil in a BPP can be energised to control VA transfer.

Index Terms—Coupling factor, decoupling, bipolar pads, multi-
coil pads, secondary tuning

I. INTRODUCTION

INDUCTIVE power transfer (IPT) is a method of delivering
power across large air gaps [1]–[3] by resonating coils.

Applications which employ IPT systems range from low power
applications such as cell phone and laptop charging, and
medical implants [4]–[6], to high power applications such as
automated guided vehicles (AGV) and electric vehicle (EV)
charging [7]–[10].

An IPT system consists of a primary resonant power supply
which generates an AC voltage or current to energise a
primary pad [11]–[13]. The energized primary pad generates
a magnetic field which is coupled to the secondary pad. The
VA transfer to the secondary without compensation or load is
equal to:

S2U = |VOCISC|

=

∣∣∣∣ωI2
1

M2

L2

∣∣∣∣ (1)

where S2U is the uncompensated secondary VA, VOC and
ISC are the open circuit voltage and short circuit current of
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the secondary pad, respectively, I1 is the current through the
primary pad, M , the mutual inductance between the two pads,
and L2 is the inductance of the secondary pad.

For the purpose of this paper, the primary pad is energized
using an LCL tuned H-bridge [11], where the operating
frequency is fixed at 85 kHz and each pole is driven at a
phase shift of 120◦ to minimize harmonics. Current control is
achieved by varying the input DC voltage. The main purpose
of the tuning topology is to deliver a sinusoidal current with
low THD to the primary coil. In practice, a series tuned or push
pull topology could equally be used to measure and control
the primary and secondary VAs.
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Fig. 1. An LCL tuned primary pad coupling to a secondary pad which can
be used to validate a single coil system

If the secondary pad is tuned, then the output power is
defined as:

Po = S2UQ2 (2)

where Q2 is the secondary circuit quality factor (where Q2 =
ωL2/RL for series tuned secondaries or Q2 = RL/ (ωL2) for
parallel tuned systems). A larger operating circuit Q2 leads to a
higher output power for a given S2U; however, this also results
in larger secondary coil current which can increase leakage
flux [14]–[17]. Similarly, a lower operating Q2 is possible
if more S2U is coupled onto the secondary pad, and can be
achieved through a larger VA effort on the primary side or
better magnetic designs to increase k (and thus M ).

Single coil magnetic topologies used in IPT charging
generate polarized and non-polarized magnetic field shapes.
Polarized pad structures include a double D pad (DDP), which
is made up of a single coil wound in a figure eight shape such
that the current in each loop generates two opposing poles [9],
or a solenoid, which consists of a coil wound around a ferrite
bar [2], [18]. Non-polarized pad structures typically comprise
a single square, circular, or rectangular coil [19], [20].

Multi-coil pads have recently been developed for IPT charg-
ing and are suited to both stationary and dynamic EV charging
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[21]. These pads ideally comprise a number of magnetically
(mutually) decoupled coils, which can be driven independently
with currents of varying magnitudes and phases. Multi-coil
pads include a double D quadrature pad (DDQP) [22] or a bi-
polar pad (BPP) [23]. The DDQP comprises of a DD coil
and a quadrature coil, centred on each other so that they
are decoupled. A BPP consists of two circular, or square
shaped coils which are overlapped so that they are ideally
magnetically decoupled from each other. Each coil in a BPP
is driven by a separate power supply so that the relative
magnitudes and phases between each coil can be varied to
generate a variety of magnetic field shapes.

This paper focuses on a BPP, which can be energised to
generate a polarized or a non-polarized field depending on the
relative coil currents and phases in each coil. Previous works
have analysed a multi-coil pad (specifically the BPP) when it
is made to operate like a polarized pad such as the DDP [24]–
[26]. Additionally, BPPs can generate moving magnetic fields
with proper control [27], which is something a polarized or
non-polarized pad cannot achieve.

Other literature also introduces an effective coupling factor
(keff ) for IPT systems with multiple coils in the primary system
[17], [23], [28]. keff represents the ratio between the primary
VA and secondary VA. This paper shows that the reflected
impedance should be included for a better understanding of
the system as discussed following.

II. DEFINING COUPLING FACTOR

Magnetic coupling factor (k) in IPT systems is defined in
previous literature [29]–[31]. Here, a magnetic coupling factor
exists between a single primary coil and a single secondary
coil. It does not vary with input currents and voltages, opera-
tional frequencies, or output loading. By definition k is limited
between 0-1. For example, in a system which comprises a pad
with a single coil (such as a CP or a DDP) coupled to another
single coil pad, the k can be measured as a factor of the mutual
inductance between, and the measured inductances of the pads
as:

k =
M√
L1L2

(3)

Traditional coupling factor, k, is ideally suited to trans-
former applications, where tuning cannot be employed. For
a wireless power transfer system, a useful coupling metric
called keff can be used that comprise the effective value of the
primary inductance which can be measured at the terminals of
the pad. This includes the impact of the secondary tuning (its
reflected reactance) in addition to the ferrite and aluminium of
the secondary pad as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). The keff can
be defined separately for series and parallel tuned systems as
ks and kp, respectively, using the effective primary inductance
seen at the primary terminals based on the secondary tuning
[32]. As shown in a simple system with series tuning, ks = k.

keff =

{
ks =

M√
L1OCL2OC

kp = M√
L1SCL2OC

(4)

Here, the measured inductance of the primary pad when the
secondary pad is in position but left open circuited is L1OC(=

L1), whereas L1SC is the measured inductance of the primary
pad when the secondary pad is in position but short circuited.
The measured inductance of the secondary pad L2OC(= L2)
assumes the primary is open circuited.

In this paper, k represents the coupling factor measured
through magnetic analysis of the pad inductances, while keff

represents the effective coupling factor, which in a simple
system, can be measured as above based on tuning. keff is
better evaluated through an analysis of the VA transfer ratio
between the primary and uncompensated secondary pad or
pads as discussed below.

The uncompensated secondary VA as given in (1) can be
rewritten in terms of the primary VA effort and this keff by
multiplying the numerator and denominator by either L1OC or
L1SC, resulting in:

S2U =


∣∣∣jωL1OCI

2
1

M2

L1OCL2

∣∣∣ = |V1I1| k2
s∣∣∣jωL1SCI

2
1

M2

L1SCL2

∣∣∣ = |V1I1| k2
p

= |V1I1| k2
eff

= S1k
2
eff

(5)

Here, S1 is the apparent VA of the primary pad and can
be determined directly by measuring I1 (the current through
the terminals of the primary pad), and V1 (the voltage across
the terminals which is equal to either V1 = jωL1OCI1, or
V1 = jωL1SCI1 depending on the tuning of the secondary) as
indicated in Fig. 2(a) and (b)). Note that the secondary tuning
topology does not affect VOC, ISC or S2U.

By rearranging (5) the effective coupling factor keff can be
described as a ratio of the primary VA and the uncompensated
secondary VA.

keff =

√
S2U

S1
(6)

Two additional cases are shown in Fig. 2 for multi-coil
primaries, where S1 can comprise either S1a, or S1b or more
in more complex structures. The contributions depend on the
number of independent primary coils. As above, keff can be
derived based on the relative VA transfers which are impacted
by the tuning topology of the secondary pad (either series or
parallel). For the multi-coil analysis, the terms keff,s and keff,p

will be used.

III. DEFINING THE CURRENT GAIN BETWEEN THE
PRIMARY COILS (G)

Since the primary coils in the BPP are driven independently,
the relative magnitude and phase of the currents in the primary
coils can vary with respect to each other. In this paper, this
factor is generically referred to as G6 φ where there are two
possible definitions:

G6 φ =

{
G1ab 6 φ = I1b

I1a
when I1a ≥ I1b

G1ba 6 φ = I1a
I1b

when I1b ≥ I1a
(7)

These two definitions exist because it is possible that current
in one coil can be driven with a larger or smaller magnitude
depending on the desired operating condition. By referencing
the current ratio relative to the coil with the largest current
magnitude, G can be bound between 0 and 1.
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Fig. 2. Distinction of k, keff,s, and keff,p between systems (a) and (c)
without, or (b) and (d) including reflected impedances (for a system where
the current in coil 1a is larger than that in coil 1b).

As such, G1ab should be used when I1a is larger than
I1b, and vice versa. Due to the symmetric nature of the
BPP (examples of common designs are shown in [23] and
the laboratory pads are presented later in this paper), the
proposed equations for keff can be derived for one quadrant
of misalignment, and mirrored for an opposing quadrant.

Thus, the derivation for keff,s and keff,p is shown for a single
case where I1a > I1b (so that G = G1ab is used), and the
laboratory validation is shown for the relevant quadrant of
misalignment.

IV. SINGLE AND MULTI-COIL SYSTEMS

Fig. 3 shows an example of single coil systems and where
k is one of the factors which affect the short circuit current
(Isc) induced in the secondary by the driving current (I1) in
the primary pad, where Isc =MI1/L2.

Primary

Secondary

(a) (b)
I1

Isc

Isc

I1

k

k

Fig. 3. A simple diagram showing magnetic coupling factor k in aligned
single coil systems such as the (a) CP, and (b) DDP

Modern IPT systems that consider movement of the sec-
ondary pad in the design usually consider magnetic structures
that have multiple magnetically decoupled coils, which are
driven with varying currents and phases (such as a BPP).
In an IPT system where a single secondary coil exists, each
primary coil has its own magnetic coupling (k1a2 or k1b2)
to the secondary pad (Fig. 4) and the mutual (and magnetic)
coupling between the two primary coils is designed to be
negligible (k1ab ' 0 and M1ab ' 0).
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Fig. 4. A simplistic break down of (a) multi-coil BPP primary coupling
to a non-polarized secondary,(b) a representation of the magnetic coupling
factors which exist in the system, and (c) a breakdown of the direction of
misalignment considered in this study.

Here, k1ab, k1a2 and k1b2 are the series tuned couplings
between each BPP primary coil and the secondary coil; and
when each pad is open circuited, L1a and L1b, are the
measured inductances of the each coil in the BPP primary.
L2 is the inductance of the secondary pad when the primary
pad is open circuited. As shown following, keff for both series
and parallel tuned secondaries in a multi-coil system can be
calculated based on a knowledge of the series tuned coupling
parameters between each primary coil and the secondary, as
well as the relative gain term describing the current magnitude
and phase between each primary coil.

Fig. 4(c) shows the evaluated direction of misalignment
considered between a BPP primary with two magnetically
decoupled rectangular coils, and a rectangular secondary coil.
Notably, as coil 2 is misaligned in the positive X direction, it
will become less coupled with coil 1b and more coupled with
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coil 1a. Therefore, it may be desirable to only energize coil
1a when coil 2 becomes misaligned in order to remove the
losses caused by coil 1b (which may not couple any power
at severe misalignments). Similarly, if coil 2 is misaligned in
the negative X direction, coil 1a would likely be switched
off. This concept is applicable to both polarized, and non-
polarized secondary pads but the experimental validation will
only consider a BPP primary coupling to a DDP secondary as
described later.

In this case, each primary coil has its own primary VA,
denoted as S1a, or S1b, where coils 1a and 1b make up the
primary multi-coil pad, and coil 2 is the coil in the secondary
pad, as shown in Fig. 4. When the secondary pad is short
circuited, each primary coil induces an individual short circuit
current ISC based on its current (I1a or I1b) and magnetic
coupling. However, due to the relative phase and magnitude of
the currents between each primary and secondary, the overall
ratio of VA transfer from the primary coils to the secondary
coil can vary despite consistent coil structures. This means
that despite a constant measurable k and a total constant
primary VA from both primary coils, the secondary S2U can
be controlled in an IPT system with a BPP primary since it is
the sum of the different contributions from each primary coil
that can be varied.

Since the primary coils are fully independent, it is also
possible to drive each coil at a different frequency. A frequency
variation would change the expressions for keff,s and keff,p of
an IPT system with a multi-coil primary given this expression
(as shown later) is based on the balance of the VA transfer
between each primary coil and the secondary coil. In this
paper an assumption is made that the two primary coils in the
BPP are both operating at the nominal tuned frequency (ω)
so that the expression is comparable to k (which is naturally
independent of the operating frequency).

V. DERIVATION OF keff FOR SERIES AND PARALLEL TUNED
SECONDARIES IN MULTI-COIL SYSTEMS

According to (6), the keff is directly proportional to the
total S2U in the secondary relative to S1, and depending on the
tuning of the secondary pad defines keff,s, and is approximately
equal to keff,p (as shown later):

keff =

√
|S2U|

|S1a|+ |S1b|
(8)

where S1a and S1b are the VAs in coil 1a or 1b, respectively,
and should ideally include the effect of any ferrite and alu-
minium and any reflected impedances from the secondary.

A. Derivation of primary VAs with series or parallel tuned
secondaries

The keff between a bi-polar primary and either a series or
parallel tuned secondary pad, with specific notations keff,s or
keff,p respectively are detailed following. Due to the symmetric
nature of the magnetic topology, the full derivation is devel-
oped for the case where I1a is greater than I1b (and thus G1ab

is used). The alternative scenario can easily be found using the

same steps, and the end result is presented for both keff,s and
keff,p, using either G1ab or G1ba.

Since each primary coil is fully magnetically decoupled,
they can be driven by independent power supplies so that one
coil can have a separate relative magnitude (in this case G1ab),
and relative angle 6 φ (in radians) to the other. As such, coil
1b can be considered to have a current relative to coil 1a as
expressed by:

I1b = I1aG1ab 6 φ (9)

The BPP used in this example comprises two ideally
identical mutually decoupled overlapped coils, therefore the
inductances are considered to be equal and L1a = L1b (and
these are the measured inductances of each coil with the
secondary coil in proximity but open circuited). As such,
the VA in each of the primary coils (ignoring the reflected
impedances between each coil as shown in Fig. 2 (c)) is given
by:

|S1a| =|V ′1aI1a| = |jωI2
1aL1a|

|S1b| =|V ′1bI1b| = |jω (I1aG1ab 6 φ)
2
L1a|

(10)

The mutual inductance between each coil (M1a2, M1b2, and
M1ab) is used to calculate the reflected impedances between
each coil in the IPT system, as well as the S2U of the
secondary pad.

Although the BPP is designed to minimise M1ab (and
thus k1ab), it is difficult to achieve perfect decoupling and
a misalignment in the secondary pad will cause it to slightly
increase [27]. These small variations can have an impact on
the keff,s, keff,p, therefore if M1ab is not close to zero between
each primary coil must be considered resulting in:

Zref,1ab = jωM1abG1ab 6 φ

Zref,1ba =
jωM1ab

G1ab 6 φ

(11)

where Zref,1ab is the impedance presented onto coil 1a by coil
1b, and Zref,1ba is the impedance presented onto coil 1b by
coil 1a in the BPP. The induced impedances between each
of the primary coils are always inductive. Thus, the effective
primary inductance of the primary magnetic system increases
since the currents in each coil are forced to flow in a certain
direction due to the power electronic design.

In a parallel tuned secondary system (which is represented
by the presence of a short circuited secondary pad), an
additional factor which impacts the measurement across the
terminals of the primary pad coils is the reflected impedance
of the secondary coil onto each primary coil, which is defined
in single coil systems in [14], [15]. For an IPT system with
two primary coils it becomes more complex as Isc is affected
by two independent sources instead of just one, and therefore
these are defined as:

Zref,1a2 = − jωM1a2 (M1a2 +G1ab 6 φM1b2)

L2
2

Zref,1b2 = − jωM1b2 (M1a2 +G1ab 6 φM1b2)

G1ab 6 φL2
2

(12)

The mutual reflected impedance, Zref,1a2 is the reflected
impedance onto primary coil 1a by the secondary coil, and
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|S1a|+ |S1b| =
∣∣∣∣jωI2

1a(L1a +M1abG1ab 6 φ−
M1a2 (M1a2 +G1ab 6 φM1b2)

L2
2

∣∣∣∣
+

∣∣∣∣jω (I1aG1ab 6 φ)
2

(
L1a +

M1ab

G1ab 6 φ
− M1b2 (M1a2 +G1ab 6 φM1b2)

G1ab 6 φL2
2

)∣∣∣∣ (15)

|S1a|+ |S1b| =|jωI2
1aL1a +M1abG1ab 6 φ|+

∣∣∣∣jω (I1aG1ab 6 φ)
2
L1a +

M1ab

G1ab 6 φ

∣∣∣∣ (16)

keff,p,1ab =

√
|k2

1a2 + 2G1ab 6 φk1a2k1b2 + (G1ab 6 φk1b2)2|
|1 + k1abG1ab 6 φ− k1a2 (k1a2 +G1ab 6 φk1b2)|+ |G1ab 6 φ (G1ab 6 φ+ k1ab − k1b2 (k1a2 +G1ab 6 φk1b2))|

(17)

keff,p,1ba =

√
|k2

1b2 + 2G1ba 6 φk1a2k1b2 + (G1ba 6 φk1a2)2|
|1 + k1abG1ba 6 φ− k1b2 (k1b2 +G1ba 6 φk1a2)|+ |G1ba 6 φ (G1ba 6 φ+ k1ab − k1a2 (k1b2 +G1ba 6 φk1a2))|

(18)

Zref,1b2 is the reflected impedance onto primary coil 1b by
the secondary coil.

As such, two equations that represent the primary VA can
be presented where one includes the reflected impedance as
(15) and one which does not include the reflected impedance
from the secondary pad as (16).

B. Derivation of secondary VAs

Isc,1a2 and Isc,1b2 are the short circuit currents induced by
each primary coil with currents I1a and I1b, respectively, given
by:

Isc,1a2 =
M1a2I1a

L2

Isc,1b2 =
M1b2I1b

L2

=
M1b2I1aG1ab6 φ

L2

(13)

Therefore, the total uncompensated VA induced in the
secondary pad by the two primary coils (as expressed in (8))
is equal to:

|S2U| =
∣∣(Isc,1a2 + Isc,1b2)

2jωL2

∣∣
=
∣∣I2

sc,1a2 + 2Isc,1a2Isc,1b2 + I2
sc,1b2

∣∣ |jωL2|
(14)

C. keff,p and keff,s in an IPT system with a multi-coil primary

As a result of the possible magnitude and phase variations,
(15) and (14) can be applied to (8) and simplified to find the
parallel tuned effective coupling factor (keff,p) and simplified
further afterwards to derive keff,s. In order to simplify the final
equation the first part of (4) must be applied in order to relate
the inductance of the primary coils to the coupling factor so
the inductances in the equation cancel each other out. If the
second part of (4) is used (and a parallel tuned secondary is
considered as the reference), then the derived equation will
have factors of the primary inductances with the secondary
open or short circuited, which complicates the application of
the formula. This allows the effective coupling factor for both
parallel and series tuned secondary pads (keff,p and keff,s) to

be calculated based on a knowledge of only the series tuned
single coil coupling parameters (k1a2 and k1b2) and G6 φ only.

Thus, the effective coupling factor for a parallel tuned
secondary when I1a > I1b is shown in (17) and the alternative
case (where I1b is larger than I1a) is also possible, and through
a similar derivation stated above the keff,p can be shown to be
equal to (18).

Furthermore, keff,s can be derived from either (17) or (18)
(depending on which coil has the larger current) by removing
the reflected impedance terms from the secondary pad and can
be shown below when I1a > I1b:

keff,s,1ab =

√
|k2

1a2 + 2G1ab 6 φk1a2k1b2 + (G1ab 6 φk1b2)2|
|1 + k1abG1ab 6 φ|+ |G1ab 6 φ (G1ab 6 φ+ k1ab)|

(19)
or if I1b > I1a then:

keff,s,1ba =

√
|k2

1b2 + 2G1ba 6 φk1a2k1b2 + (G1ba 6 φk1a2)2|
|1 + k1baG1ba 6 φ|+ |G1ba 6 φ (G1ba 6 φ+ k1ba)|

(20)
Equations (17)-(20) are important to IPT designers because

they quantify the amount of input VA effort required at the
input to the terminals of the primary pad to provide the
required S2U to either a parallel or series tuned secondary
at varying primary current magnitudes and phases.

These equations show that in a system where both primary
coils are made to operate at a fixed equal frequency, keff,p

and keff,s rely only on the traditional k’s (as defined in (4))
between each coil, and the relative magnitudes and phases of
the currents in each primary coil. Here, ks can be calculated
based on a knowledge of the inductances of L1a or L1b

when the secondary is open circuited. Conversely, keff,s and
keff,p is found by energizing the primary coils with known
currents and then measuring the voltages (and currents) across
each coil while the secondary pad is open or short circuited,
respectively. In the case that the secondary pad is parallel tuned
(and thus reflects a capacitive load onto the primary coils), the
reflected impedances are intrinsically included in the primary
inductance so according to (17), keff,p will always be slightly
higher than keff,s. This difference (quantified later) also exists
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for single coil systems and is one of the measurement errors
if the magnetic designer is unaware of the impact of the
secondary tuning, but can be minimized.

For the analysis of the proposed (17) to (20), as well
as practical validations, only the case where I1a > I1b is
considered since the opposite case would simply provide the
same results due to the symmetric nature of the design.

VI. PRACTICAL VALIDATIONS OF k, keff,p AND keff,s

These derived equations also show that if a multi-coil
primary such as a BPP is used to deliver power to a single
secondary coil, the ratio of VA transfer can be controlled by
varying the magnitude and phase of the currents in each pri-
mary coil. The phase angle between each primary coil current,
φ, can be varied between 0 and π, and the relative current
magnitude considered for this validation is when G1ab ranges
between 0 − 1. As stated earlier, due to the symmetric design
of the primary and secondary pads, the results are simply
mirrored for the alternative case where G1ba is considered.

In order to show the difference between keff,p and keff,s,
two magnetic pads are used: one large BPP primary, and a
smaller DDP as shown in Fig. 5, with specific dimensions
shown in Table I. In order to validate the results, an H bridge
inverter with LCL tuned topology was used to energize the
primary coils (shown in Fig. 1), while as stated, the secondary
pad is not tuned since the open and short circuit conditions
include the reflected reactance which a series or a parallel
tuned secondary pad would present to the primary.
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Fig. 5. Dimensions of the (a) DDP secondary and (b) BPP primary pads used
for this analysis.

Values of k, keff,s, and keff,p are shown for a range of
misalignments in Fig. 7. Here, a further subscript ′1, 0′,
represents two coils driven with Gab = 1, φ = 0, and
similarly, subscript ′1, π′ means the two coils are energized
with currents that have Gab = 1 and φ = π. Furthermore,
keff,p,0,0 indicates that G1ab = 0, so that the measurement
is that of the effective coupling factor between coil 1a in
the primary pad and the short circuited secondary pad only
(hence I1b = 0 and φ is therefore irrelevant). These values

TABLE I
DIMENSIONS OF THE BPP AND DDP PADS USED IN THIS STUDY IN MM

DDP BPP DDP BPP

D1 340 700 C2 45 72
W1 260 520 C3 56 700
W2 200 250 H1 4 4
W3 69 214 H2 10 10
W4 - 172 H3 8 8
C1 170 430 H4 6 4

have been validated using practically built pad shown in Fig. 6
at and show that the practical system and JMAG simulations
are accurate.

Secondary 

DDP
Primary 

BPP

X

Y

Z

Fig. 6. Practical system used to validate k.
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0.3

keff,s,1,0

keff,p,1,π 

keff,p,1,0

Fig. 7. Coupling factors for the BPP-DDP IPT system for varying dis-
placements and extreme operating conditions (G1ab = [0, 1] and φ =
[0, π] radians)

The keff (of both open and short circuit cases) of the systems
at G1ab = 1, when φ = 0 or π were calculated using the
simulated k1a2 and k1b2 and separately validated using the
laboratory set up shown in Fig. 6. The actual measured voltage,
currents, and relevant inductances are shown in Table II. Here,
k is calculated by using the difference between the total
measured inductance of both primary coils when the secondary
coil is either open or short circuited (and this method is
valid since the mutual inductance (M1ab) between the two
primary coils is near zero) and thus the coupling factor can
be determined using:

k =

√
L1,OC − L1,SC

L1,OC
(21)
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while a similar result can be calculated using the measured
inductances of the secondary pad (L2). It is less accurate due
to the low inductance of the pad and the measurement error
associated with it.

Furthermore, the voltage across the primary coil will nat-
urally change if the secondary coil is either open or short
circuited. For this validation, the primary current is held to be
as constant as possible and the voltage across the primary
pad is measured for both secondary pad operation states.
Where V1,OC represents the total primary voltage when the
secondary pads are open circuited and where V1,SC represents
the voltage across the primary coil when the secondary pad is
short circuited. Here, V1,OC = V1 + V2 as shown in Fig. 2(c)
and V1,SC = V ′1 + V ′2 as shown in Fig. 2(d).

Thus, keff,s is calculated using the total primary voltage
across both coils (V1,OC) and the common primary coil current
(I1) using the following equation:

keff,s =

√
VOCISC

V1,OCI1
(22)

Similarly, keff,p is calculated using:

keff,p =

√
VOCISC

V1,SCI1
(23)

Here, only situations where G = 1 or 0, or φ = 0 or π
are considered because only here can the traditional k can be
measured using the T model equivalent in order to compare
with keff,s or keff,p (acquired through measurement of the
voltages and currents at the coils).

The simulated values for k, keff,s, and keff,p are also
presented in Table III.

The measured and simulated values are within 7-8% of each
other are therefore in excellent agreement. Furthermore they
follow the trends that can be observed by comparing (17) and
(19) (for example, keff,p is always slightly higher than keff ),
and as expected keff,s = k since M1ab=0 in a BPP. Any errors
in measurements can be attributed to practical limitations such
as imperfect pad construction and voltage or current probe
errors. Furthermore, as the coupling factors reach small values
(< 0.1), the absolute error is still steady; however, the relative
errors grow as a result.

Previous works also show that JMAG can accurately de-
termine the ratio of VA transfer of multi-coil systems when
φ = π/2 [27] as well as magnetic coupling factors between
coils [9], [33]. Given the accuracy of the simulation tool for
this analysis, simulated coupling values are sufficient to help
describe the expected operation of a BPP.

These results show that if a parallel tuned secondary pad
is used, then the driving effort of the primary pad (in VA)
less than the VA effort required for a series tuned secondary
pad. However, the parallel tuned pad always reflects (at least)
a capacitive load onto the primary pad, and this can change
the inductance of the primary pad as seen by the primary
compensation network, which can cause the primary pad to
go off-tune. However, it is also shown that if the k’s are
designed such that they are less than around 0.2, the effect
of the reflected impedance is minimal. Thus other factors

such as the desire for a voltage or current source secondary
(requiring series or parallel tuning), and the design parameters
for inductances need to be considered on a case by case basis.

The variation of the keff,p in an IPT system comprising a
BPP primary coupling to a DDP secondary is shown in Fig. 8
and demonstrates how keff,p varies as the relative currents and
phase angles change for a pad which is aligned at X = 0 and Y
= 100 mm from the centres of each pad. Here, when G1ab = 1,
and φ = 0, the BPP is driven with both coil currents kept equal
but synchronised in phase, thus generating a non-polarized
field shape. At the other extreme phase shift of φ = π, both
coils currents are also equal but generate opposing fields which
result in a polarized field shape [27].
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

G1ab

0.16

0.24

Fig. 8. The keff,p of the IPT system when the secondary DDP is misaligned
at (0,100) mm as 0 ≤ G1ab ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ φ ≤ π

This figure shows that by changing the magnitude and phase
of the primary currents in each coil, the coupled S2U of the
secondary pad can be controlled by changing the operating
conditions of the primary pad. As such, system efficiency or
leakage flux can be optimized [17], [28]. An analysis of keff,s

would yield a similar result (although the different absolute
values would be different). As such, the various operating
conditions of a BPP which is driven by two independent power
supplies can be explained sufficiently just by focusing on an
example with a parallel tuned secondary requiring an analysis
of keff,p without over complicating the paper.

VII. OPERATING CONDITIONS OF THE MULTI-COIL BPP
PRIMARY

There are certain conditions which show interesting be-
haviours of the keff,p involving BPP primaries. These include
when φ = 0 or π radians, as well as when G = 0 or 1. To fully
take advantage of all the operating conditions implicated by the
proposed keff with BPP primaries, two power supplies, which
can independently vary the currents and phases are required
[27]. This section will show how a such a primary can be
driven to generate a polarized or non-polarized field.
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TABLE II
MEASURED VALUES OF VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS USED TO PRACTICALLY VALIDATE k, keff,s AND keff,p

(X,Y)
V1,OC

(V)
V1,SC

(V)
I1

(A)
VOC

(V)
ISC

(A)
L1,OC

(µH)
L1,SC

(µH)
L2,OC

(µH)
L2,SC

(µH)
k keff,s keff,p

G1ab = 1, φ = π

0,100 102.6 98.71 3.602 6.83 2.82 53.35 50.61 4.63 4.406 0.228 0.2266 0.2328
75,100 108.3 98.85 3.63 5.3 2.18 52.25 50.72 4.68 4.455 0.1714 0.1711 0.178
250,100 97.5 96.3 3.57 2.7 1.13 51.39 50.93 4.5 4.46 0.095 0.094 0.095

G1ab = 1, φ = 0

0,100 89.8 89.8 3.21 0.04 0.03 50.66 50.66 4.54 4.54 0.0 0.0 0.01
75,100 90.4 90.3 3.22 1.50 0.69 51.15 51.02 4.44 4.41 0.06 0.05 0.06
250,100 100.2 92.6 3.23 3.01 1.39 52.12 51.46 4.38 4.32 0.1137 0.112 0.118

G1ab = 0

0,100 48.1 45.68 3.38 3.17 1.28 25.63 24.99 4.516 4.403 0.158 0.158 0.162
75,100 48.5 45.50 3.36 2.01 0.81 25.07 24.83 4.52 4.474 0.1 0.098 0.103
250,100 46.0 45.0 3.3 2.86 1.21 25.64 25.06 4.45 4.35 0.150 0.150 0.152

TABLE III
SIMULATED keff FOR BOTH SERIES AND PARALLEL TUNED SECONDARIES

(X,Y) k(=keff,s) keff,p

G1ab = 1, φ = π

(0,100) 0.236 0.246
(75,100) 0.180 0.184
(250,100) 0.099 0.099

G1ab = 1, φ = 0

(0,100) 0 0
(75,100) 0.051 0.052
(250,100) 0.125 0.126

G1ab = 0

(0,100) 0.168 0.170
(75,100) 0.09 0.09
(250,100) 0.158 0.16

A. Polarized and non-polarized operating modes of the BPP

When G = 1 and φ = π, the currents in the coils are equal
and each coil generates a field which is out of phase with the
other and this is shown in Fig. 9(a). The BPP circuit presented
here is approximately equivalent to the scenario when the two
coils are physically connected as shown in Fig. 9(b), however,
if the two primary coils are joined as one inductor, a magnetic
coupling factor, kp, exists between the equivalent total primary
inductor (comprising L1a + L1b since k1ab ≈ 0) and the
secondary inductor (L2). Here, kp = keff,p.

I1a

I1b

L1a

L1b

Isc,1a2

Isc,1b2

L2

(a)

I1 L1a

L1b

L2

(b)

kp

I1 L1a

L1b

L2

(c)

k1ab

Isc,1a2 Isc,1a2

Isc,1b2 Isc,1b2

Fig. 9. Simplification of the BPP as separate coils and its approximate
equivalent circuits at (a) BPP operation (G = 0 to 1, φ = 0 to π), (b)
polarized mode (G = 1, φ = π), or (c) non-polarized mode (G = 1, φ = 0)

Similarly, if the primary currents in each coil were set such
that G = 1, and φ = 0, then the primary coils work together
to generate a non-polarized field. A circuit analysis shows
that this is approximately equivalent to the situation where
the two coils are physically connected as shown in Fig. 9(c).
This means that like the polarized mode, kp = keff,p.

These two operating conditions show that the polarized
pad structures (such as the DDP) and non-polarized structures
(such as the CP) are subsets of operation for a BPP primary.
To achieve this, each coil in the BPP needs to be able to be
independently driven to vary the keff , regardless of secondary
tuning. This is something that a DDP or a CP (or a BPP with
its coils physically connected and driven by a single power
supply) cannot achieve because they comprise a single coil
where G is forced to be 1, and φ is defined by the winding
structure of the pad. Here, it is important to note that null
points in VA transfer can be avoided by changing the operating
conditions of the two coils (which is only possible with two
independent power supplies), and since M1ab ≈ 0, the tuning
circuit is unaffected. The most obvious example is shown in
Fig. 7 when the secondary DDP is centred on the primary BPP,
it is clearly more desirable to operate at φ = π, and if the pad
is moved to approximately ±180 mm, it is more desirable to
operate at φ = 0.

B. Operation when G = 0

In a BPP, M1ab = 0. As such, the case where G1ab = 0
specifically defines the case when one coil is off, therefore the
system is considered to be a single primary coil coupling to a
single secondary coil. In this state keff,p simplifies to:

keff,p(G1ab = 0) =

√
k2

1a2

1− k2
1a2

(24)

keff,s (defined in (19)) simplifies to keff,s = k1a2 when G =
0 (as expected) for a single coil system. Thus (24) is significant
because it demonstrates the relationship between a system with
a series tuned secondary and a parallel tuned coupling, and that
even in an IPT system with two single coil pads, a parallel
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tuned secondary will always have a slightly higher effective
coupling factor than a series tuned one.

Notably, the expression for keff,s is limited to (k1a2 +
k1b2)/

√
2, and is bounded by the separate k’s between each

of the primary and secondary coils. This is in contrast to
keff,p, which is not bounded since it can increase to values
greater than one for values of k1a2 > 1/

√
2 and rises to

very large values as k increases to one. Therefore, the two
expressions (although derived from the same equation (8)),
represent two different parameters in an IPT system and
need to be considered individually depending on the tuning
topology of the secondary pad.

In practice, IPT systems tend to have k’s which vary
between 0.05 and 0.30 and using (17) and (19), a difference of
up to 10% can occur between keff,s and keff,p. Previous works
also show that bifurcation can occur in non-fixed frequency
systems if power demand increases [14] thus a high keff is not
optimal. A high keff,p also implies that a large change in the

total primary inductance is possible, especially in cases where
variations in k are large. Thus, ensuring the primary coils
are tuned when the secondary pad structure, tuning topology,
and position are unknown is difficult. In practice, IPT systems
should be designed to minimise the variation in k.

C. Operation when φ = π/2

An operating condition of interest is when φ = π/2 because
for all cases where G > 0, the keff,p has the least variation,
rising from 0.1713 to 0.1723 as G1ab → 1 (shown in Fig. 8).

When G = 0, the unenergised coil does not contribute to
any leakage generation or losses, while the system is able to
deliver approximately the same VA to the secondary compared
to when φ is held at π/2, and G1ab > 0. As the current in
the second coil rises, it will begin to contribute loss, as well
as increasing the leakage flux generated by the primary pad,
while still delivering the same average S2U to the secondary
pad. Here, the H-bridge energizing the LCL tuning circuit
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Fig. 10. The keff,p of the IPT system as the secondary pad is misaligned while (a) G1ab is increased for the full range of φ, or (b) φ is increased for the
full range of G1ab.
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should be left short circuited to minimize the chance of reverse
power flow, as described in detail in [27].

However, if G = 0 then the maximum VA transfer is limited
to the VA across one coil and the square term of k. Therefore if
a higher secondary S2U is desired (to decrease Q2), or a higher
output power level is desired while maintaining a constant Q2,
then coil 1b is forced to be energized to meet these increased
demands.

Unlike the cases when G = 1 and φ = 0 or π, there is no
equivalent circuit for operation at φ = π/2. Thus the BPP can
be driven in operating modes to suit the position of a secondary
pad which a polarized DDP or CP primary pad cannot.

VIII. IMPACT OF MISALIGNMENTS

Since keff is a measurable quantity which has been shown
to be consistent with measured and simulated values, it will
be used to analyze the changes in the VA transfer power ratio
as the secondary pad becomes misaligned. For demonstration
purposes, the misalignment was evaluated along the X axis,
100 mm from the centre of the primary BPP in the Y axis (as
demonstrated by the red line shown in Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 5).
Fig. 7 already shows the measured k along this line (between
X = -250 to +250 mm) and these values were validated against
practical measurements, the results are interpolated and used
in conjunction with (17) to evaluate keff,p, when either G1ab

or φ is held constant, and the other is allowed to vary, along
the evaluated displacement.

Fig. 10(a)(i) (when G1ab = 0) shows that the keff,p can
range from 0 to its maximum value of 0.18 over the full
range of misalignment and here it is independent to changes
in φ. Such a large change in keff,p is undesirable because
it means that at some displacement points, very little VA is
transferred from the primary BPP to the secondary. However,
Fig. 10(a)(ii)-(iii) shows that at different φ’s, a larger VA trans-
fer is possible if G1ab is increased. Similarly, Fig. 10(b)(i)-(iii)
shows that phase angles can also be manipulated to influence
the keff,p so that the primary multi-coil system can maximize
VA transfer when k is low, or to control the VA transfer when
k is too high, which is useful to lower leakage fluxes when a
system that requires less power is used.

The keff is also limited to the envelope between the
maximum and minimum values of k1a2, k1b2, keff,s,1,0, and
keff,p,1,π as shown in (Fig. 7) at any given displacement. One
of these four modes will provide the maximum keff at any
particular displacement, and the system efficiency or leakage
flux of the system can be manipulated by driving each coil
with currents with varying magnitudes and phases [27], [28],
[34], and has been partly analyzed for the proposed pads in
another publication [17].

As stated, only the case where I1b varies with respect to I1a

is considered for a parallel tuned secondary. However, given
the symmetric nature of the BPP primary, the result for an
I1a which varies with respect to I1b are flipped along the axis
at X = 0 for the graphs shown in Fig. 10. A series tuned
secondary would also yield similar results.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduces the concept of effective coupling
factor in both single and multi-coil systems. As shown, this
effective coupling helps describe the effort required by the
primary VA to transfer a given VA to the secondary, but the
derived expressions are slightly different for series and parallel
tuned secondaries. This paper shows that the effective coupling
of a parallel tuned secondary system is always slightly higher
than a series tuned system so that the primary VA effort is
always slightly lower. However, this difference is not signifi-
cant unless the designed k is larger than 0.2. The VA transfer
in an IPT system with a multi-coil primary pad is shown
to be dependent on the magnetic coupling factors between
each primary coil and the secondary, as well as the relative
magnitudes (G) and phase difference (φ) of the currents. This
paper shows that the BPP primary can be operated at different
G’s and φ’s to vary it’s effective coupling factor (keff ) as
desired to maximise the VA transfer ratio. The BPP is also
shown to be a different pad topology from topologies such as
a polarized or a non-polarized pads due to its ability to operate
in either mode, as well as in any mode in between to vary its
keff .
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